**PROGRAM**

**DAY ONE**

08:30 Registration and networking

09:00 GMG: Global Collaboration to Drive Innovation
    Heather Ednie Managing Director, GMG and Laura Mottola President and CEO, Flow Partners

09:30 Unlocking Real Value through Digital Transformation at El Teniente Mine
    Cristian López Director of Innovation, Codelco

10:30 Strategic Mining Technologies
    Carlos Carmona General Manager, Hexagon Mining Chile

11:00 Automotive Initiatives at Anglo American
    Carlos Erazo Principal Material Handling Open Pit - Mine Modernisation, Anglo American

11:30 Chile: Mining Startup Nation
    Claudio Valenzuela General Manager, Mine Class

13:00 WORKSHOP ➤ Accelerating Interoperability in Mining
    Forum participants will contribute to the global mine interoperability roadmap during this mini workshop. The focus is to facilitate the critical conversations required to identify key collaboration areas to enable interoperability. Participants will identify opportunities for advancement, major challenges to overcome, and contribute to a collaboration roadmap to define priorities, partners and solutions required.

16:30 Wrap up day one
    Heather Ednie Managing Director, GMG

**DAY TWO**

08:45 Welcome and update
    Heather Ednie Managing Director, GMG

09:00 Collaboration Projects Driving Innovation
    Heather Ednie Managing Director, GMG and Laura Mottola President and CEO, Flow Partners

09:30 Towards Smart Mining
    John Atkinson Full Professor - Faculty of Engineering and Sciences, Adolfo Ibañez University

10:30 Interoperability Standard between FMS (Fleet Management Systems) and AHS (Autonomous Haulage Systems)
    Héctor Valenzuela Technical Director and Juan Jara Execution Director, Interop, Fundación Chile

11:00 PANEL ➤ AI Revolution: Impact on Mining
    Ricardo Aguilera Manager Enterprise Solution, RMPGlobal and Latin American Representative, GMG (Moderator), Erich Lucic Deep Copper, Felipe Rezende de Carvalho Solution Consultant – Digital Mine, GE, Álvaro Diaz CEO, Indimin

13:00 Drilling Equipment Automation, our Journey in BHP
    Eduardo Lagos Manager Equipment Automation - Technology, BHP Americas

13:30 Open Innovation Model at Antofagasta Minerals
    Nury Briceño Expert Innovation Engineer, Antofagasta Minerals

14:00 BREAKOUT SESSION ➤ Innovation Priorities for Mining

15:30 Opportunities in Mining Open Innovation in Chile
    Andres Mitnik Asun Business Director at Expande, Fundación Chile

16:00 Advances Algorithms to Optimise Asset Strategies and Life Cycle Costing
    Hallen Neris Regional Maintenance Manager, Glencore

16:30 Connected Mining: A Microsoft Perspective
    Patrizio Virgili IoT Technical Solution Professional, Microsoft

17:00 Wrap up day two
    Heather Ednie Managing Director, GMG